INSTRUCTIONS FOR SIZING ATHLETES
PLEASE ALWAYS try on sizers and don’t guess at sizes or assume our apparel fits like others. Our apparel tends
to be a bit smaller comparatively to other brands. Use included or emailed size charts as a guide when
selecting sizer to try on. Trying to squeeze into too small apparel can also damage the sizers.
If you seem to fit in between 2 sizes, or are unsure, always order next size up. This will allow room for growth,
and ordering apparel too tight can cause stitches to break. We make high quality apparel, but if its too tight, it
may likely rip or break. Its not indestructible. 😊😊 Please note we have a 30 day return policy for MFR defects
only. We use premium industry std stitching and sewing techniques, so ordering apparel too tight, and hence
breaking stitches, is not covered under warranty. We also do not replace apparel that is simply too tight, as
we are not there to size your athletes. Please make sure you size correctly and allow room for growth. Young
kids can grow pretty fast, so if they just barely fit in a size, it may be too small by the time you get your apparel
4-8 weeks later. We cannot be held responsible for not sizing athletes correctly or for child growth spurts. Also
make sure EVERY ATHLETE tries on sizers. Do not assume one person will wear same size as the other.
FYI- our sizer kits are made from the exact same patterns as the final product, and are machine cut for
accuracy. We have multiple safeguards in place to ensure the size ordered is the same size you receive.
ALSO IMPORTANT, always try on EACH garment style. If you fit in a youth small short, that does NOT mean
you will wear a youth small capri, or youth small tank top. Each garment style needs to be tried on. And again,
ALWAYS give room for growth.
COACHES & GYM OWNERS: it is highly recommended, if at all possible, that you size the athletes personally
and not take their word or parents word as to proper size. Kids, even parents, often get too hung up on size
tags instead of thoroughly checking for all aspects of fit & functionality.
A NOTE ABOUT ALTERATIONS IF NEEDED:
• FOR CAPRI OR LEGGINGS LENGTH: make note in order form if you need to ADD or SHORTEN the length
(in 1 inch increments) based on how the sizer kit fits. OR provide desired inseam length.
• FOR ARM/SLEEVE LENGTH: make note in order form to ADD or SHORTEN the length of a sleeve (in 1
inch increments) OR provide exact measurement needed.
• FOR BRA & TANK TOP STRAPS: if bra or tank top seems to need more or less length in the shoulder
strap, please make note in order form how much to add or shorten (in half inch increments)
• FOR LOOSE FIT APPAREL (compression wear/not using sizer kits) we supply size charts. But always best
to also provide measurements as a safeguard.
• See Sizing & Measurement Mannequin diagram on page 2 for help on how to measure properly.
SIGNED BY GYM OWNER OR AUTHORIZED REP: PRINT_____________________ SIGN___________________
(must be signed and returned to Moxie Cheer Apparel in order to process your order)
When done, please mail sizers back to us for a return on your deposit. Please make sure ALL sizers are
accounted for. Thank you! We sincerely appreciate your business!
SHIP SIZERS BACK TO:
Moxie Cheer Apparel
2966 San Pablo Road S.
Jacksonville, FL 32224

